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Abstract

While the American Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act of 2017 (FOSTA) has been heavily criticised by researchers and activists for the harm it inflicts on sex workers, many of these critics nevertheless agree with the Act’s goal of fighting sex trafficking online. This paper, however, argues that in American legal discourse, ‘sex trafficking’ refers not to human trafficking for sexual exploitation, but rather to all forms of sex work. As such, the law’s punitive treatment of sex workers needs to be understood as the law’s purpose, rather than an unfortunate side effect. This paper also demonstrates how the discourse of ‘sex trafficking’ is itself a form of epistemic violence that silences sex workers and leaves them vulnerable to abuse, with FOSTA serving to broaden the scope of this violence. The paper concludes by highlighting ways journalists and academic researchers can avoid becoming complicit in this violence.
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Introduction

On 11 April 2018, the United States signed into law the Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act of 2017 (FOSTA), with the stated purpose of ending ‘sex trafficking’ on the internet. There has been widespread criticism of this bill from researchers and activists, both for the way it undermines free speech on the internet and for the likelihood that it will negatively impact the health and safety of sex workers. However, even among these critical, sex worker-supportive outlets, many have spoken positively about
the Act’s stated purpose of targeting ‘sex trafficking’ online. These researchers and journalists tend to depict the negative outcomes of FOSTA as consequences of overreach or an excess of zeal; for them, the campaign against ‘sex trafficking’ itself is both a worthy cause and compatible with the rights of sex workers.

This paper challenges that position. Drawing on an analysis of American legislation and a review of the existing literature on human trafficking and sex work, it argues that in American legal discourses, ‘sex trafficking’ refers not to human trafficking for sexual exploitation but rather to the traffic in sex—a definition which includes all forms of sex work. As such, the negative consequences of FOSTA for sex workers are, in fact, the intended outcome of this anti-‘sex trafficking’ law. This paper further argues that the propagation of the term ‘sex trafficking’, and its displacement of both the language and social spaces used by sex workers, constitutes a form of epistemic violence, and that this epistemic violence leads, in turn, to an increase in physical violence against sex workers. FOSTA thus represents an attempt to entrench and advance this form of epistemic violence. The paper concludes by exploring the role that journalists and researchers play in propagating this epistemic violence and by suggesting strategies that might be adopted to resist it.

What is ‘Sex Trafficking’?

Many researchers and journalists appear to use the term ‘sex trafficking’ as a shorthand for human trafficking for sexual exploitation. However, in the context of United States law, the term ‘sex trafficking’ is given meaning by the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA), which defines it as: ‘The recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for the purpose of a commercial sex act.’ Notably absent from this definition


is any requirement for a 'means', or even for 'exploitation'. In other words, according to the TVPA, 'sex trafficking' is simply involvement in any aspect of personnel recruitment for the sex industry. Moreover, this definition has subsequently been expanded to include 'patronizing or soliciting', meaning that in the United States, 'sex trafficking' is legally defined to include the act of purchasing sex. This definition is clearly at odds with the idea of human trafficking for sexual exploitation found in the UN Trafficking Protocol. Instead, it appears to be based on a literal reading of the term 'sex trafficking': the illicit trade in commercial sex.

It is important here to note that the TVPA does not actually criminalise 'sex trafficking'. Instead, it criminalises 'severe forms of trafficking in persons', which it defines as:

(A) Sex trafficking in which a commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in which the person induced to perform such act has not attained 18 years of age; or
(B) the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for labor or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery.

Taken together, these two sections suggest that the American definition of 'severe forms of trafficking in persons' is relatively close to the definition of 'trafficking in persons' found in the UN Trafficking Protocol, in that it both includes forms of exploitation not related to sex and does not include sex work practices by consenting adults. However, the fact that the TVPA does

---


5 TVPA 2000, Sec. 103(8).

not make ‘sex trafficking’ a criminal offense at the federal level is somewhat misleading. In the United States, most criminal law enforcement is conducted at the state level and sex work is already illegal in every state but Nevada—meaning that any attempt to criminalise ‘sex trafficking’ at the federal level would have been largely redundant.

This does not mean that the introduction of the ‘sex trafficking’ paradigm into the American legal system did not have an impact at the state level. Subsequent to the passage of the TVPA, some states did begin to target sex workers’ clients for criminal sanction, on the theory that these individuals were ‘sex traffickers’.¹⁰ Others, however, have deliberately decided not to target the buyers of sex, under the logic that targeting sex workers does more to diminish the availability of commercial sex.¹¹ Notably, despite the fact that, in the eyes of the law in the United States, all purchases of commercial sex are ‘sex trafficking’, no states have ended the penal sanctioning of sex workers themselves, except for cases where the individuals involved are minors.¹² In some cases, these sanctions have simply been rebranded. The State of New York decided that sex workers are, in fact, victims of ‘sex trafficking’—and subsequently established diversionary courts where they could be suitably tried

---

⁷ As measured by the relative number of prisoners in the state prisons (1,316,205 in 2016) compared to the number of prisoners in federal prisons (189,192 in 2016), on the basis that prison populations will provide a (very rough) proxy for law enforcement activities. Statistics from E A Carson, ‘Prisoners in 2016’, Bulletin, US Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, January 2018, p. 4.


¹¹ For examples of the latter, see, for instance: L Territo and N Glover, Criminal Investigation of Sex Trafficking in America, CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, 2013, pp. 67–72.
as victims. In Houston, the police have claimed that arresting and prosecuting sex workers is intended to help them escape from trafficking. In other cases, there has been movement in the opposite direction. Rhode Island, where previously only solicitation had been illegal, criminalised the sale of sex in 2009. Much of the driving force for this change came from the local activist Donna Hughes, who has publically stated that she views ‘sex trafficking’ and sex work as one and the same. The cumulative effect of these laws is that in the American criminal justice system, sex workers are treated as being equally—if not more—culpable as their clients in the crime of ‘sex trafficking’.

This is the context in which we should view the Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act of 2017 (FOSTA). It should also be noted that the internet, which has enabled the proliferation of alternative modes of sexuality, has long attracted the ire of activists in religiously conservative countries such as Pakistan, Egypt, and the United States. Activities targeted by these activists have certainly not been limited to sex work; the groups and


14 Benitez et al., p. 335.


individuals that collaborated on FOSTA, for example, have also been involved in efforts to crack down on pornography\(^{20}\) as well as to marginalise and stigmatise LGBTIQ individuals.\(^{21}\) In the United States, however, efforts by moral entrepreneurs to censor sections of the internet they find objectionable have been stymied by Section 230 of the *Communications Act of 1934*, a law that holds that, ‘No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.’\(^{22}\) This provision made it possible for websites like eBay, Facebook, and Google to host user-generated content without worrying that they would face civil and criminal liability if their users used their platforms to, for example, negotiate the sale of sex.\(^{23}\) One website in particular—the classifieds website Backpage.com (Backpage)—became well-known as a platform for sex workers to negotiate with clients, and the owners of this website subsequently made heavy use of Section 230 to defend themselves from legal and economic sanctions from officials who saw it as a front for ‘sex trafficking’.\(^{24}\)

---

\(^{20}\) The National Center on Sexual Exploitation, which Romano characterises as ‘one of the bill’s main supporters’, uses misleading ‘research reports’ to fabricate a false medical consensus about the harms of pornography. See Romano; National Center on Sexual Exploitation, ‘Pornography: A public health crisis’, National Center on Sexual Exploitation, 1 April 2015, https://endsexualexploitation.org/publichealth/.


The courts eventually found that Backpage did not have Section 230 immunity, and more recently, its CEO pleaded guilty to facilitating prostitution and to money laundering. Nevertheless, Backpage’s long history of openly advertising sexual services in the face of a governance regime that defined all such services as ‘sex trafficking’ led to a movement by moral entrepreneurs to limit the scope of Section 230. This movement culminated in the drafting of both the original version of FOSTA, introduced in the United States House of Representatives on 3 April 2017, and the Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act of 2017 (SESTA), introduced in the United States Senate on 1 August 2017.

FOSTA (in the version sent to the Senate) created a new criminal law targeting ‘whoever uses or operates a facility or means of interstate or foreign commerce or attempts to do so with the intent to promote or facilitate the prostitution of another person’. This bill, as the inclusion of ‘sex trafficking’ in its title would suggest, broadly targeted all websites facilitating sex work. However, to be targeted for sanctions, a prosecutor would need to demonstrate that this facilitation was intentional. SESTA, on the other hand, simply declared that Section 230 would not apply to the US Code, Section 1591—‘Sex trafficking of children or by force, fraud, or coercion’. Prosecutors would thus not need to show that the website intended to host the offending content, but such

---

prosecutions would be limited to cases where the individuals involved were below the age of eighteen. FOSTA was then subsequently amended to include SESTA’s limitations of Section 230, and it was this version of FOSTA (sometimes referred to as ‘FOSTA-SESTA’) — one which requires neither intent on behalf of the content host nor that the individual involved be below the age of 18 — that was ultimately signed into law.

‘Sex Trafficking’ as Epistemic Violence

For libertarians,30 civil liberties advocates,31 and proponents of a free and open internet, the finalised version of FOSTA thus represents the worst of both worlds. The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) referred to this version as ‘A bad bill that turned into a worse bill’, and noted that, ‘Today was a dark day for the Internet’,32 it has subsequently launched a lawsuit to have the law declared unconstitutional.33 However, even as the EFF and others — such as Human Rights Watch34 — seek an injunction against the law, its effects are already being felt. Reddit has shut down social spaces (‘subreddits’) for sex workers, such as r/escorts; Instagram has increased scrutiny over hashtags used by sex workers; and Patreon, a site for content creators to seek funders, has shut down accounts linked to adult content.35 Notably, these latter two sites are nothing like Backpage: they do not offer infrastructure facilitating

35 T Horn, ‘Sex-Worker Advocates Sue Over Internet “Censorship” Law’, Rolling Stone, 30 June 2018, https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-features/sx-worker-advocates-lawsuit-internet-censorship-seepta-fosta-666783/. Horn claimed that Reddit had banned r/Sexworkers, but as of the time of writing, this subreddit is still available. Others, such as r/Hookers and r/Escorts have been confirmed as banned.
commercial sex but rather social and artistic spaces. FOSTA has also led to the
cancellation of the largest sex worker conference in the US (out of concern that
some of the workshops would now be illegal),36 and the shutting down of
sex worker outreach services.37 That these are not unexpected consequences—
the House and Senate heard multiple testimonies about the likely outcomes
of these measures38—suggests that they were also not unintended, and that
the shuttering of expressive and communicative spaces for sex workers was a
feature of the bill, not a bug. After all, these spaces are, in the language of the
American legal system, ‘facilitating sex trafficking’.

FOSTA, then, aims not only to target sex workers with criminal sanctions,
but also to cut off the means they have to express themselves online—in
effect, to silence them, along with the people and organisations that support
them. Silencing groups that provide assistance to sex workers has been a
longstanding US government policy: both TVPA (as amended in 2003) and
the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR, also passed in
2003) contained language requiring any organisation receiving funding to have

36 According to the conference website; see Desiree Alliance, ‘Conference’, Desiree
Alliance, http://desireealliance.org/conference/. However, in an interview with
Courtney Trouble, Cris Sardina, the director at the Desiree Alliance, noted that
the shutdown was also motivated in part by a fear of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) raids. See C Trouble, ‘Largest Sex Worker Conference in the
motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/wj6kp9/desiree-conference-cancelled-
fostra-sesta-sex; see also Global Network of Sex Work Projects, ‘Largest Sex
Worker Conference in the USA Is Cancelled Due to Threat from FOSTA-SESTA’,
conference-the-usa-cancelled-due-threat-fostra-sesta.

37 Note that the primary reason given by SWOP Sacramento in March 2018 for
suspending many of its outreach services was the threat posed by Bill SB 1204
twitter.com/SwopSacramento/status/980104504422031360. However, the
organisation also noted the ‘recent political climate’, and Kristen DiAngelo, the
executive director of SWOP Sacramento, has elsewhere elaborated that this
refers to the result of FOSTA emboldening police and prosecutors to target sex
workers. See T Clark-Flory, ‘Facing SESTA and Political Threats, Sex Worker
Organizations Brace for Fallout’, The Slot, 6 April 2018, https://
theslot.jezebel.com/facing-sesta-and-political-threats-sex-worker-organiza-
1824257817.

38 See, for example, Goldman, ‘Balancing Section 230 and Anti-Sex Trafficking
Initiatives’; Goldman, ‘Sex Trafficking Exceptions to Section 230’; American
Civil Liberties Union, ‘ACLU Vote Recommendation on FOSTA’, ACLU, 20
E Boyd, ‘The Views of the Department of Justice on H.R. 1865, the “Allow
States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act of 2017”’, US Department
of Justice, Office of Legislative Affairs, 27 February 2018, https://
assets.documentcloud.org/documents/4390361/Views-Ltr-Re-H-R-1865-
Allow-States-and-Victims.pdf.
an explicit policy opposing prostitution, mirroring the language used in a 2002 National Security Presidential Directive. With this requirement for an ‘anti-prostitution pledge’, the US government sought to control not only how public funds were used, but also how the organisations receiving those funds think and express themselves at all times. This requirement remained in effect for all grant recipients until its application to American organisations was struck down by the Supreme Court as unconstitutional in 2013; it remains in effect, however, for foreign grant recipients. Similarly, the US government controls a very significant portion of the available research funding in the social sciences; here, too, it works to ensure that funds for research on ‘trafficking’ are directed toward research that supports the ‘sex work as sex trafficking’ paradigm and away from research that supports sex workers’ rights. Researchers who do receive funding from the US government are not only unable to advocate for sex workers, but also are often unable to even use terms such as ‘sex work’ or ‘sex worker’ in any of their reports. These efforts


41 Note that, despite this ruling, the government continued to apply the pledge to US organisations operating abroad until this practice was struck down in 2015. See S Krueger, ‘A Striking Defeat for U.S. Government’s Anti-Prostitution Pledge’, Open Society Foundations, 24 February 2015, https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/voices/striking-defeat-us-government-s-anti-prostitution-pledge.


form part of a broader effort to delegitimise and stigmatise researchers who advocate for sex workers’ rights, with government-sponsored anti-sex worker activists claiming that these researchers are ‘sex radicals’ or that they are part of ‘pro-prostitution industry groups’.

Taken together, these efforts represent an attempt to silence any discussions of sex work and to replace them with discussions of ‘sex trafficking’. This suggests that the effort to eradicate the term ‘sex work’ needs to be understood as an example of what Gayatri Spivak calls ‘epistemic violence’. Spivak is primarily interested in the subaltern subject (subjects who are both colonised and non-elite, and who are thus fully cut off from access to hegemonic culture), arguing that they cannot ‘speak’, even through the language of an elite academic interpreter, as the epistemic violence of imperialism has deprived them of the tools they need to express themselves. Changing the episteme thus deprives marginalised subjects of their voices, and forces them to speak in the language of their oppressors.

Sex workers are not all (although certainly many are) subaltern in the sense that Spivak used the term: many, in particular those in wealthy Anglo-European countries, retain access in some way to hegemonic cultural power. However, sex workers do remain very clearly marginalised, both by professional stigma and by legal sanctions. Historically, the language used to refer to sex workers has served to amplify this stigma as it has allowed them to be represented only as ‘prostituted women’ (i.e. unwilling victim objects), or else as ‘whores’

---

The early days of the sex workers’ rights movement in the United States thus featured attempts by sex workers and activists to reclaim stigmatised labels so that they might have a language by which they could advocate for their rights.49 However, these efforts were largely superseded by the emergence of the language of ‘sex work’—language which was created by a sex worker, and which was further propagated by those sex workers who did have access to hegemonic power.50

The development of the language of ‘sex work’ has thus been crucial to the development of the sex workers’ rights movement. It opened the door for groups such as the International Labour Organization to recognise sex work as labour.51 It also helped reconceptualise how HIV researchers engage with and help deliver services to sex workers, which, in turn, created fora for sex workers to organise and rally for political changes.52 More recently, it has provided the conceptual framework for organisations like Amnesty International to call on states to respect, protect, and fulfil the rights of sex workers.53

The term ‘sex trafficking’, however, shuts down all these possibilities. It once again transforms sex workers from workers who can claim their rights into either criminal ‘sex traffickers’, subject to punishment, or else passive ‘victims


of sex trafficking’, subject to forced rescue. If the sex industry is composed entirely of victims and perpetrators, then the only viable solution becomes police raids. The US Department of State, operating under the paradigm of ‘sex work as sex trafficking’, has long used its *Trafficking in Persons (TIP) Report* to push more developed countries, like Singapore, to use raids against their sex industries; in less developed countries, these raids are often funded and even directly managed by American religious organisations. This runs counter to much of the research on addressing human trafficking, since these raids—beyond the direct harm inflicted on the sex workers targeted for criminal sanction or forced rescue—can generate fear and distrust of law enforcement in vulnerable populations, making future cooperation against exploitative actors more difficult. This, in turn, leaves sex workers vulnerable to violent predation, and opens the door for violent organised crime groups to fill the governance void left by the state.

The development and deployment of the term ‘sex trafficking’ is thus, in and of itself, a form of epistemic violence against sex workers. FOSTA, however, takes this epistemic violence one step further by rendering sex workers not only less able to speak to hegemonic culture, but also less able to speak among themselves. In part, it has done this by shuttering the social spaces previously used by sex workers. These have included not only major sites like Reddit but

---


also smaller sites like ‘HungAngels’, which, out of fear for potential liability, removed forums that had previously provided social spaces for trans sex workers.\(^{58}\) It has also led to the disappearance of social safety tools for sex workers, such as the ‘JUST FOR SAFETY’ screening tools offered by VerifyHim, which had previously allowed sex workers to discuss safety concerns and avoid abusive clients.\(^{59}\) Notably, the little existing empirical evidence on services like these suggests that they have had a positive impact on sex workers’ safety.\(^{60}\) If this is correct, then by eliminating these spaces, FOSTA is causing direct harm to sex workers. It will be some time before this can be verified with empirical research but the initial reports are not promising.\(^{61}\) One sex worker-run blog states that:

The sex worker community online started to hear about workers going back out on the street and missing their check-in calls—as of April 14th, just based on anecdotal data passed between us, 13 workers have gone missing and two have been confirmed dead. Two workers have been assaulted at gunpoint, and I can’t even count how many other stories of rape and assault I’ve heard from people returning to or just learning the streets for the first time. One person has already taken their life because of this legislation.\(^{62}\)

Conclusion

In the American legal system, ‘sex trafficking’ refers to the trafficking of sex, and not, as many assume, to the trafficking of human beings for the purpose of sexual exploitation. This has been a legal reality since the passage of the *Trafficking Victims Protection Act* in 2000, and it has subsequently led to the

---


\(^{59}\) Greene, ‘EFF Sues to Invalidate FOSTA, an Unconstitutional Internet Censorship Law.’


United States government using instruments such as the *Trafficking in Persons Report* to push foreign states to adopt prohibitionist legislation and harmful criminal justice practices. It has also had domestic consequences, allowing laws like the recently passed FOSTA, which broadly target consensual sex work, to be sold to the public as efforts to fight ‘sex trafficking’. The propagation of the term ‘sex trafficking’ has thus become a form of epistemic violence that eliminates both the spaces and the very language used by sex workers to communicate with each other and with the general public. This epistemic violence, in turn, opens the door to increased physical violence against sex workers.

Researchers, including both academics and journalists, need to be particularly aware of this epistemic violence so that they can avoid participating in its propagation. This can be challenging, since, as Zimmerman notes, there is a ‘moral consensus’ on the issue of human trafficking: ‘no one is “for” human trafficking.’ Bernstein (perhaps unintentionally) reinterprets this to argue that, ‘no one could plausibly claim to be “for sex trafficking” either.’ This, in turn, puts researchers in a bind. Goldman, for example, testified before both the US House of Representatives and the US Senate, arguing that FOSTA would harm sex workers and victims of human trafficking (as well as ‘damage[ing] the Internet, perhaps radically’). Yet, in both cases, Goldman seemed to feel compelled to open his statements by observing that ‘sex trafficking’ was a ‘horrific’ and ‘horrible’ crime. However, if ‘sex trafficking’ is simply ‘the trafficking of sex’, then defining it as a ‘horrible crime’ suggests that a law like FOSTA might be entirely necessary—undermining everything that comes next in Goldman’s testimonies. Likewise, Human Rights Watch has stated that, ‘Sex work is based on adult consensual agreement. Sex trafficking is a horrific crime’, again without seeming to be aware that ‘sex work based on consensual agreement’ is legally considered ‘sex trafficking’ in the United States. The same is true with media outlets, with reporters like Aja Romano, who provided an extensively researched overview of FOSTA for

---

65 Goldman, ‘Sex Trafficking Exceptions to Section 230’, p. 3.
66 Goldman, ‘Balancing Section 230 and Anti-Sex Trafficking Initiatives’; Goldman, ‘Sex Trafficking Exceptions to Section 230’.
presenting the term ‘sex trafficking’ uncritically and without a definition. While these researchers may personally use the term ‘sex trafficking’ as a shorthand for ‘human trafficking for sexual exploitation’, repeating it without exploring its legal meaning or critically engaging with it creates an atmosphere of definitional confusion. This, in turn, allows religious conservatives, for example, to recruit nominally progressive celebrities, such as the comedian Amy Schumer and the talk show host Seth Meyers, to appear in a public service announcement claiming that a law aimed at harming sex workers will instead help them.

For any researcher or journalist concerned about the health and safety of sex workers, then, it is imperative to resist this epistemic violence. As a matter of principle, we should therefore avoid using the term ‘sex trafficking’ except when referring to specific policies such as FOSTA; in particular, the term should never be used as a shorthand for ‘human trafficking for sexual exploitation’. Researchers and journalists should also not assume that politicians and policymakers calling for measures against ‘sex trafficking’ have the best interests of human trafficking victims at heart. Instead, these calls need to be viewed as efforts to target sex workers until or unless proven otherwise. Finally, researchers and journalists should push back against the propagation of these terms, and work to reopen both linguistic and social spaces for sex workers.
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